
Non-Sterile 
Patient Apparel
Enabling preparation of a patient for a 
procedure or surgery 365 Healthcare offer 
a range of Examination gowns and suits 
to give the patient modesty and help the 
clinician access prior to a procedure.  
Materials used are for their lightweight 
nature and providing a good bacterial 
barrier.

Patient Examination Gowns

Patient examination gowns are manufactured 
from soft, heavy gauge, non-woven material 
and are suitable for patient use only. Short 
sleeves are used when performing line 
insertion, and are cooler in the summer. 
With ties at the neck and waist, examination 
gowns overlap at the back to provide full, cool, 
comfortable and dignified cover.

SSMMS Patient Examination 
Gowns

SSMMS Patient gowns are available providing 
patient dignity in a hospital environment. The 
material is soft enough to be comfortable and 
sufficiently strong to be tear-resistant and 
not see-through, even if wet. The gowns are 
sleeveless allowing for access under the arms 
to the patient’s upper body.

NPC REF SLEEVE WEIGHT COLOUR INNER 
QTY

BOX 
QTY

BTD009 5521
Short

45 gsm Blue - 50

- 5523 50 gsm White - 50

BTD010 5520
Long

45 gsm Blue - 50

- 5522 50 gsm White - 50

- 5519 27 gsm Blue - 50

NPC REF SLEEVE WEIGHT COLOUR INNER 
QTY

BOX 
QTY

BWK8138 80-01S365/NS
Short

Large Blue 10 50

BWK8139 80-02S365/NS Extra 
Large Blue 10 50

This flyer contains information 
on 365 Non-Sterile Apparel 
Range.

To view our full range of 
clothing and theatres products 
visit 365healthcare.com or 
scan the code below

Tel: 01905 778 365
Email: info@365healthcare.com



Warming Jackets

365 Healthcare warming jackets support 
control requirements and also give 
clinicians an extra layer of comfort in a 
clinical environment which may be subject 
to temperature controls.

Warming jackets are supplied in long and short 
sleeves with elasticated cuffs as standard, to 
ensure a good fit and prevent bacteria and 
possible shedding of skin.  All warming jackets 
are supplied with popper fastening front and 
pockets for ease of donning and removal.

Scrub Suits

365 Healthcare single use scrub suits 
are used by theatres and in acute 
environments. Supplied in a darker blue 
to offer the clinician modesty.  Scrub suits 
are made from SMS material, used for its 
low linting properties and acceptance in a 
clinical environment. 

Single use scrub suits provide an excellent 
way of reducing the risk of infection, as viral 
microorganisms are disposed of with the single 
use item. The weave is closer on single use 
scrub suits and therefore less likely to allow 
skin migration.

TYPE NPC REF SIZE BOX QTY

Scrub Tunic 
with Pockets

BWK8114 20-720365/NS Small 100

BWK8115 20-721365/NS Medium 100

BWK8116 20-722365/NS Large 100

BWK8117 20-723365/NS Extra Large 100

BWK8118 20-724365/NS Extra Extra Large 100

Scrub 
Trousers

36520740 20-740365/NS Small 100

36520741 20-741365/NS Medium 100

36520742 20-742365/NS Large 100

36520743 20-743365/NS Extra Large 100

36520744 20-744365/NS Extra Extra Large 100

SLEEVE NPC REF SIZE BOX 
QTY

Long Sleeve

BWK8113 20-709365/NS Small 50

BWK8110 20-706365/NS Medium 50

BWK8111 20-707365/NS Large 50

BWK8112 20-708365/NS Extra Large 50

Short Sleeve

20-713365/NS Medium 50

BWK4271 20-710365/NS Large 50

VJD4290 20-711365/NS Extra Large 50

Long Sleeve

- 20-716W365/NS Medium 50

- 36520717/WHITE Large 50

- 36520718/WHITE Extra Large 50

Non-Sterile Clinician 
Apparel
365 Healthcare offer an alternative to re-usable scrub suits and warming jackets, the ranges are designed to offer a 
credible alternative to the reusable option more commonly seen in hospitals. As single use apparel these provide the 
lowest risk alternative to reusable, where it is critical to minimise the risk of virus spread and infection.

Scrub Suit Tunic Scrub Trousers



Non-Sterile 
Gowns
Non sterile gowns are used in environments where protection is 
needed for the user but may also need a bacterial barrier to reduce 
the risk of fluid splashes or provide a barrier against viruses and 
infection.

Long Sleeve Fluid Protection Gowns

Long sleeve fluid protection gowns are manufactured from soft durable 
polyethylene material. Impervious to fluids, they provide an effective 
barrier against infection. They are suitable for staff working outside 
the sterile field and visitors in theatres, and in areas such as isolation, 
delivery suites, burn units, laboratories and mortuaries.

Long Sleeve PP Gowns

Low cost, long sleeve examination gowns manufactured from soft, 
heavy gauge polypropylene (PP) material, with elasticated cuffs. Premier 
examination gowns overlap at the back to  provide full, comfortable and 
dignified cover. Packaged individually and suitable for use by patients 
and/or staff.

Non-Sterile Gowns

365 non-sterile gowns are ideal for use in a clinical or CSSD environment, 
where a bacterial barrier is necessary but sterility is not required.

NPC REF COLOUR INNER QTY BOX QTY

BWA001 5550 Green 20 100

BWA002 5560 Yellow 20 100

BWA007 5530 Blue 20 100

NPC REF COLOUR BOX QTY
BWK8157 PM4-7194 Blue 75

NPC REF SIZE FEATURES BOX QTY

BWK8155 35-03L365/NS Large Hook & Loop Neck 
fastening 100

BWK8156 35-04L365/NS Extra Large Hook & Loop Neck 
fastening 100

REF MATERIAL SIZE WEIGHT COLOUR BOX QTY

5525 Non Woven & 
Polythene One Size 42gsm Blue 100

Long Sleeve PP Gown Non-Sterile Gown



Non-Sterile 
Patient Apparel
Working closely with clinicians we 365 
Healthcare have developed a more 
specialist range of Patient apparel.  These 
ranges have been developed with multiple 
acute hospitals providing care to patients 
in Cardic units.  They provide solutions to 
very specific situations and are now seen 
as an integral part of a patients admission 
to the ward before a procedure.

Cardiac Patient Suits

Patient suits have been designed for specialist 
cardiac units to enable the best care for 
patients prior to and following major cardiac 
surgery.  The hook & loop strips at the neck, 
torso and in the leg ensure that clinical staff 
can administer care quickly in the event of an 
emergency.

REF TYPE SIZE BOX QTY

20-728365/NS

Tunic Top

Small 100

20-727365/NS Medium 100

20-725365/NS Large 100

20-726365/NS Extra Large 100

20-729365/NS Extra Extra Large 100

20-748365/NS

Tunic Trousers

Small 100

20-747365/NS Medium 100

20-745365/NS Large 100

20-746365/NS Extra Large 100

20-749365/NS Extra Extra Large 100

REF TYPE SIZE BOX QTY

36520832/NS

Patient Ward 
Gown

Small 100

36520833/NS Medium 100

36520834/NS Large 100

36520835/NS Extra Large 100

V-Neck
for comfort

Waist Tie Fastening
for comfort

Overlapping Wrap

3 strip hook 
& loop

Patient Ward Gown

Patient ward gowns have been designed for 
use by in-patients prior to and following major 
cardiac surgery, or those patients who have 
been in hospital for a day case procedure.  

The patient ward gown has been designed 
in conjunction with a hospital trust’s group of 
Theatre Managers who felt the existing well 
know cotton gown, needed some modernising. 
The hook & loop strips at the back of the 
gown ensure patient comfort and adjustment 
to a range of patient sizes.  Additional these 
fastenings at the back of the  gown enable 
simple access for Clinical staff.


